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Cohort 11 London Footprint 

The London Footprint allows the graduates to meet some 
people and gives them the opportunity 

to communicate with people at of power and    
background. It enables them t understand the world      
outside of the gates as as within.  leaving a 

 behind, we encourage the graduates to 
experience things other graduate programme ers

On day one each team visited a charity.  Team ‘Esteem’     

visited The Global Citizen Office, Team ‘Enrich’ visited The 

Trussel Trust, Team ‘En10’ visited Foodcycle and Team 

‘NCompass’ visited Mudchute.  The aim of this was to get the 

graduates thinking about how different sources of power can 

affect an organisation and what influence they have on     

individuals and communities.  This was followed by a power 

walk with David Neita. 

David is an influential 

Jamaican, Poet Lawyer.  

He took them on a walk 

around Westminster and 

Greenwich and tasked 

them with a variety of 

exercises.  This  element 

aims to look at society 

and different power 

sources. One   being the 

graduates own power 

and the impact their 

decisions may have on 

themselves and those 

around them.  

The Graduates then visited Parliament, BEIS and the MOD. 

The aim of this was to give them an insight into                   

governmental power.  The graduates had an opportunity to 

debate with ministers, members of parliament and nuclear 

professionals. These are powerful and influential people and 

the debate took place in the dramatic surroundings of             

Parliament.  The visit to BEIS & the MOD enabled the      

graduates to consider how the decisions made in these     

departments can affect individuals, communities and        

organisations. 

The week was finished by two days of training. The theme of 

the training—Influencing and Negotiating. A very fitting end 

to a week where the cohort has looked at Governmental, 

Societal  & Individual Power. 

Above —The debate was chaired and hosted by Trudy           

Harrison, MP for Copeland. Panel Members: Richard         

Harrington,  Minister for Business, Energy and Strategy, Peter 

Haslam, Head of Policy NIA, Ian Streatfield, Advanced Tech-

nical & Future RSR Strategy Manager, EA, and Sarah Wild 

representing the NI along with a variety of BEIS Directors and 

Deputy Directors. 
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  AMNT Conference—Berlin 

A group of 27 nucleargraduates attended the 48th Annual Meeting 

of Nuclear Technology 2018 held in Berlin.  This two-day             

conference hosted by DAtF (German Atomic Forum) and the KTG 

(German Nuclear Society) included world-renowned speakers and 

experts. A full and exciting agenda included sessions and          

workshops on three key topics: 

Outstanding Know-How & Sustainable Innovations  

Enhanced Safety & Operational Experience 

Decommissioning Experience & Waste Management Solutions. 

The networking session during the evening reception allowed  

graduates to speak to senior staff representatives from across the 

EU.  

Nuclear Institute Visit—Spain 

A group of Cohort 11 graduates recently visited Spain. The trip was 

organised by the Nuclear Institute in collaboration with Enresa, a 

public, non-profit   organisation which was created by the Spanish 

Parliament to manage the country’s radioactive waste. El Cabril is 

the Spanish disposal facility for Very Low, Low, and Intermediate 

Level Radioactive Waste. The graduates listened to a technical 

presentation outlining the history and future of El Cabril followed 

by a tour of the site. 

The next day the graduates visited the José Cabrera Nuclear Power 

Plant, a largely decommissioned PWR located 120 km from Madrid. 
The graduates had a technical presentation and site tour, which 

included watching a 

video projected onto 

the interior of the       

reactor building 

dome! This was an 

excellent chance to 

get up close and     

personal with an    

ongoing  Decommis-

sioning project. 

Thank you to Cohort 

11 for sharing your 

recent experiences 

Outward Bounds 2018 
Cohort 10’s final training zone took place in the beautiful 
setting of Eskdale in the Lake District. This training zone     
consolidates their learning to date and provides the         
graduates with tools and strategies to take into their future 
workplace.  

Team working, problem solving, adaptability, flexibility,     
persevering in challenging situations, leadership skills… These 
were all tested to the max in the glorious Cumbrian sunshine. 

Feedback from graduates and sponsors is what keeps the   
nucleargraduates programme current and fresh. The       
feedback from time spent at  the Outward Bounds training 
zone was excellent with graduates already putting into     
practice the tools they learned.   

Thank you to the staff and coaches for making the graduates 
welcome and providing unforgettable experiences. 

Also a big thank you to graduate Tommy Lyon who has     
allowed us to use his fantastic photographs (Royalty Free) 
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nucleargraduate alumni  

Tom McKeating, Cohort 9 
graduate sponsored by        
International Nuclear Services 
finished the nucleargraduates      
programme last year. Tom is a 
History & Politics graduate 
who took on a commercial role 
with INS. Here he speaks about 
his experiences while on pro-
gramme and life after           
nucleargraduates. 

nucleargraduates secondments: 

 Commercial Graduate in INS Ltd’s UK NDA         
 Contracts and Sales team 

 Commercial Graduate in NDA Revenue & Services 

 Project Manager at NDA  

Current Role: 

I am currently seconded into the Nuclear Decommission-
ing Authority as Executive Assistant to the CEO, David 
Peattie. This involves working closely with NDA’s          
businesses, UK Government, and other key stakeholders 
to deliver the NDA’s clean-up mission. 

I particularly enjoy the broad scope of the role. I’m 
getting experience of the NDA’s seventeen sites, their key 
projects and programmes, and the impact they have   
nationally - but also the role the UK’s decommissioning 
expertise plays across the globe.   

It’s also a fantastic opportunity to learn from David who 
has a vast experience from a number of sectors across the 
globe. 

nucleargraduates magic moment: 

Our Power & Influence Footprint in London sticks in my 
mind, especially the day with David Neita. As does visiting 
snowy test sites in Romania. However, I’ll have to go with 
beating Cohort 8 at football following the Annual         
Conference in Chester in 2015. A great team                 
performance by Cohort 9 delivered a 5-0 victory - a nice 
antidote to the winding up done by Cohort 8 ahead of the 
game!  

Thanks Tom for sharing your experiences so far. We 
watch with anticipation to see where your career in the 
nuclear industry will take you next 

Alumni Success 
Congratulations to   
former nucleargradu-
ate, Liz Smith for     
winning the Best Young 
Woman Engineer at 
the WICE awards      
earlier this year. 

Thoughts from a Cohort 10 Graduate 
Eighteen months ago I started the nucleargraduates              
programme sponsored by ONR, and since then I’ve had some 
interesting experiences within a whole range of secondments 
both here in the UK and abroad.  A few weeks ago however, I 
found myself on a Monday afternoon shaking hands with Peter 
Jones (of “Dragons Den” fame) at a market stall in Buckingham. 
It was one of those moments where you have to stop and really 
take stock of how you ended up here. 

When I started the graduate scheme I imagined I would spend 
my time solving difficult technical problems, inspecting         
complicated systems on nuclear sites, and influencing           
improvements in safety and security. It quickly emerged I     
wasn’t entirely correct, and there was far more to the scheme 
than just my development towards becoming a chartered     
engineer and ONR inspector. 

In fact, as part of the  scheme we start up, run, and close down 
a small business, whilst hopefully making a profit for charity. 
Our team chose to support Shaw Trust, a national charity     
helping disadvantaged people into work. Fitting this theme, we 
decided to sell a range of luxury natural soaps handmade in the 
Lake District by local disabled and disadvantaged people who 
are starting their journey into full time employment. Branding 
ourselves as “The Summit Soap Co.” this way almost every    
penny in our business eventually goes to support the broader 
aims of Shaw Trust.  

Before we could do all this though, we had to pitch for seed 
funding to a panel of nuclear industry ‘dragons’. We faced some 
tough questions and some healthy challenge around the     
commercial viability of traditional bars of soap in an era of 
shower gels.  

Running the Summit Soap Co. has been a challenging             
process, balancing ordering stock, keeping accounts, and all the 
other time-consuming aspects of operating a small business all 
while working full time. It has been a formative experience, 
developing our skills in teamwork, project management, and 
(perhaps most importantly) influencing others to spend their 
hard earned cash. These are all valuable skills for our future 
careers, and upon my return to ONR even the most difficult 
licensee should be more open to influence than some of the 
potential customers I’ve tried to sell soap to!                            
Graham Hemingway Cohort 10 
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Claim to Fame 

Cohort 11 Graduate Willem Dane is now a published author. 

“I was delighted to discover that I have been listed as a       

co-author on a research paper titled ‘Collective electrical 

oscillations of a diatom population induced by dark stress’, 

which was published in April this year. In my Masters year 

project at the University of Bath I was tasked with develop-

ing a control system for collecting data on the electrical  

oscillations of the diatoms, outputting the results to a well-

known matrix laboratory computing environment. This data 

was then used by my supervisor (the real author of the   

paper/hero of this article) to inform his theory and support 

his conclusions. You will find it on ‘Nature.com’ in the     

Scientific Reports section of the website. Happy reading!” 

Cohort 11—Secondment 
Sarah D’Lima is a Cohort 11         
graduate sponsored by Magnox. 
Here Sarah tells us about her        
experience so far. 

I am currently located at Sizewell A 
Site in Suffolk, East England. Moving 
to Suffolk has been a dramatic 

change to my usual way of life, having been used to living 
in London and Manchester. Living in the coastal Suffolk 
village of  Saxmundham has a calm (and somewhat, slow) 
way of life. On the other hand, my time on Site has been 
extremely fast paced. I started not long after the Ponds 
Project began on Site, which is the current critical path. 
Similar to Dungeness, we are using divers from an      
American company, who are commissioned to enter the 
ponds to size reduce and clear the “furniture” in the pond.  

 The divers wear several under-layers, including 4-5 pairs 
of under-gloves, a head mask, 3 skin layer coverings, 3-4 
pairs of thick socks and the heavy-duty diving suit which 
includes the heavy footwear attached to the suit. The suit 
is unbearably heavy and still they add extra weights to 
weigh them down to the ponds floor. It takes two people 
to dress and undress the diver as they enter and exit the 
pond. I was lucky (or unlucky) enough to be allowed to try 
on a suit. I then attempted to pick up a block using a grab 
tool. Under all the layers it was very difficult and took an 
enormous amount of strength and concentration to      
complete a simple task. 

Prior to the divers entering the ponds I was also lucky 
enough to receive a tour of the ponds including the diving 
platform, the viewing platform and the screen room 
where the divers are closely watched. Seeing the ponds 
before and after the diving platform was positioned 
showed the scale of work to enable this programme. The 
work in the ponds is still continuing and is set to finish at 
the end of the summer. Being on site has been a great 
experience because I have seen first-hand what may seem 
like a crazy and mad idea, being put in to practice to     
accelerate decommissioning. I would really recommend a 
secondment based on Site.  

STEM 
Fellow Cohort 11 Graduate Christopher Anwyl shared his 
STEM experience while on Secondment At Nuclear AMRC. 

The AMRC group supports outreach with MANTRA, a large 
lorry kitted out with equipment to demonstrate the       
activities and capabilities of the AMRC. This is taken to 
various events to help inspire young people into the world 
of STEM. I have spent time working on MANTRA at an 
event in Sheffield city centre, showing the locals that 
Sheffield is still at the cutting edge of engineering, and 

also at the MACH 
2018     manufac-
turing tradeshow 
at the NEC.  

Thanks Sarah & 
Christopher 

SME 

While Cohort 11 are busy writing their business plans for 

their upcoming businesses, Cohort 10 are making last sales 

before they close down theirs. With only a few short 

months before they leave nucleargraduates every market 

stall counts! 

Alex Hartley and Ali Murdoch tell us the tale of the day. 

Famous Fizz Company Ltd set up stall at the Chorlton    

Maker’s Market one sunny Saturday and the day was a 

resounding success. With close to £100 in sales, and a    

reduced stall price owing to our charitable purpose we   

delivered a handsome profit. The day started slowly,       

however, at 1100 hours there was a dramatic change in 

fortunes; two huge gift pack sales in quick succession lifted 

spirits. We were in profit, and the good times were back! 

The afternoon saw steady sales and local Chorltonites  

gathered at the stall towards the end of the day thanks to 

the influential social media campaign prior to the event. 

After a final flurry of sales, the team began to pack up to 

rapturous applause. A personal highlight was when a fellow 

trader next door proclaimed ‘You could sell ice to the      

Eskimos you two!!’  Surely testament to the fine in house 

sales training received in the previous quarter.   

 


